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Chapter 5 OT Analysis on Stop Codas /p, t, k/ 

This chapter provides a Floating Constraint analysis on the accent behavior of 

the Taiwanese stop codas /p, t, k/. The first section 5.1 reviews the data from chapter 3, 

with pattern summaries. The second section 5.2 introduces the constraints that are 

relevant to the coda consonants. The third section 5.3 lays out the rankings and the 

tableaux of the analysis. The fourth section 5.4 concludes this chapter with the 

theoretical implication of the analysis. 

 

5.1. Data Summary 

 Table (1) to (3) present the different percentages of Groups A and B’s 

pronunciations: 

 
(1) /p/  

/p/ A B 

p 31.25% 63.33% 
t 27.08% 20.83% 
k 9.58% 3.33% 
omit 20.00% 11.67% 
others 12.08% 0.83% 
Total 100.00% 100.00% 

 
 
 
 

(2) /t/ 

/t/ A B 

p 5.17% 1.24% 
t 70.45% 85.54% 
k 4.55% 3.31% 
omit 14.88% 7.85% 
others 4.96% 2.07% 
Total 100.00% 100.00% 

 
 
 
 

(3) /k/ 

/k/ A B 

p 3.16% 0.42% 
t 28.63% 16.32% 
k 34.95% 67.36% 
omit 27.16% 15.48% 
others 6.11% 0.42% 
Total 100.00% 100.00% 
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Groups A and B show a clear difference in the percentages. Group B has a far 

higher percentage of faithful pronunciation than Group A, which is especially clear in 

/p/ (63.33% > 31.25%) and /k/ (67.36% > 34.95%). Group A, on the other hand, has 

percentages of alternation and omission that are consistently higher than that of Group 

B. 

 

5.2. Relevant Constraints and Motivation 

 To account for the data, several faithfulness constraints and markedness 

constraints would be in order. We can start by looking at the Markedness Constraints: 

It is worth noting that the voiceless stop markedness constraint set here is 

different from the voiced stop onset section (as in chapter 4). According to 

Gamkrelidze (1978:15), as mentioned in chapter 2, labial is more marked than dorsal 

in voiceless stops (*p ? *k), while dorsal is more marked than labial in voiced stops 

(*g ? *b). To avoid confusion, we follow the voiced onset constraints in the last 

chapter, and use *p, *k, and *t, as in (4). 

(4) Voiceless Stop Markedness: *p » *k » *t 

(5) CODACONDITION (CC): A coda consonant can have only coronal place or else no 

place specification of its own at all. (Itô 1986; Prince and 

Smolensky 1993:99; Reynolds 1994) 
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Coda Condition, apparently, is a markedness constraint distinct from any 

constraints for onset consonants. Here we adopted a more universal view that assumes 

only coronal place feature for coda consonants, or no place feature specified at all. 

Although place assimilation is not significant of the Chinese languages, the data here 

still match this constraint definition properly. Since Mandarin does not allow stop 

codas, it is reasonable to posit that Mandarin speakers follow a more universal 

tendency when it comes to stop coda place. 

The Faithfulness Constraints that are relevant to stop codas are (6) and (7): 

(6) IDENT-PLACE (ID-PL): The place feature of the output must be identical to that of 

the input. 

Constraint (6) was discussed in chapter 4.2. As noted in 4.2, IDENT-PLACE is used 

in a strict sense here, which considers both alternation and omission of the place 

feature a violation of the constraint.  

 

(7) MAX-CONSONANT(CODA) (MAX-C(C)): Do not delete the underlying consonant. 

 From the same constraint family MAX-CONSONANT as the MAX-CONSONANT 

(ONSET), MAX-CONSONANT(CODA) is a general universal constraint that prohibits 

output candidates from deleting the consonant segment in the input. The net effect of 

this constraint on the Taiwanese stop codas is to prevent the underlying stop 
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consonant in question to be deleted. 

The faithfulness constraints DEP-NASALITY(ONSET), IDENT-VOICE, and IDENT- 

SONORANT in chapter 4 are not used here. DEP-NASALITY(ONSET) is irrelevant to coda 

behaviors. Voicing is not distinctive in Taiwanese codas; therefore, IDENT-VOICE is 

also irrelevant here. And since our data shows no sonorant  feature alternation or 

omission, IDENT-SONORANT can be considered a stative constraint, and is thus not 

explicitly ranked here. 

 

5.3. Floating Constraint Theoretical Treatment 

5.3.1. Group A grammar 

To account for the data in Group A, in which the faithfulness percentage is lower 

and the alternation percentage higher, we can assume a Group A grammar as in (8): 

 

(8) Group A ranking:  

…  *p » *k » *t …  

  MAX-C(C) » ID-PLACE » CODACONDITION   

 

In this ranking for Group A, the faithfulness constraints IDENTPLACE and 

MAX-C(C) are anchored over the markedness constraint CODACONDITION, with the 

set of voiceless stop markedness constraints *p » *k » *t floating freely in this range.  
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This ranking can be interpreted as follows. The universal faithfulness constraint 

MAX-C(C) is respected the most by the Group A informants. The knowledge of 

Taiwanese coda’s place distinction led them to rank ID-PLACE over CODACONDITION. 

The universal voiceless stop markedness constraint set *p » *k » *t, however, floats 

among these three constraints, which shows the informants’ tendency to resort to the 

universal grammar.  

With this set of floating constraint, we can derive four resulting rankings, as 

presented in table (9). All three optimal outputs are also listed after each sub-ranking. 

For the sake of simplicity, the lowest-ranking constraint *OBSTRUENTCODA is not 

listed in (9), but this does not affect the results of the analysis. 

 

(9) Results for all possible pronunciations, all constraint rankings (Group A) 

       /p/ /t/ /k/ 

*p » *k » *t » MAX-C(C) » IDPL » CODACOND ø ø ø 

MAX-C(C) » *p » *k » *t » IDPL » CODACOND t t t 

MAX-C(C) » IDPL » CODACOND » *p » *k » *t p t k 

MAX-C(C) » IDPL » *p » *k » *t » CODACOND p t k 

 

According to these sub-rankings derived from the floating constraint in (8), there 

would be 1 omission, 1 alternation into /t/, and 2 faithful pronunciation of /p/, out of 

four possible optimal outputs for the /p/ coda. That is to say, for the stop coda /p/, the 

floating constraint (8) predicts 25% omission, 25% alternation into /t/, and 50% 
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faithful pronunciation of /p/ coda. Table (10) below shows all the predicted winning 

output percentages compared with the data observed: 

 

(10) Surface forms, with % occurrences predicted and % occurrences observed: 

 % p t k 

observed 31.25 70.45 34.95 Faith 

predicted 50.00 75.00 50.00 

observed 27.08 --- 28.63 t 

predicted 25.00 --- 25.00 

observed 20.00 14.88 27.16 ø (omit) 

predicted 25.00 25.00 25.00 

 

Despite the difference in the actual numbers, the floating constraint in (8) 

successfully predicted the relative tendency of each possible output for Group A: 

more faithful pronunciation than alternations for /p/ and /k/ codas, with alternations 

into /t/ and omission share similar proportions; much more faithful pronunciation for 

/t/ coda, while coda consonant omission constitutes for less than a fourth of all outputs. 

The relative tendency of all three stop codas in Group A is successfully predicted by 

one single grammar. In the following sections, the floating constraint analysis is 

examined in more details for each stop coda: /p/, /t/, and /k/. 
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5.3.1.1. Group A : /p/ coda Analysis 

 For a more detailed illustration of the Floating Constraint theory,  all possible 

outcomes of (8) are presented in the tableaux of (11), which will show all four 

possible rankings with the floating constraint set *p » *k » *t for speakers of Group A.  

 

(11) All possible results for /p/ coda behavior of Group A 
(11a) *p » *k » *t » MAX-C(C) » IDPL » CODACOND 
 
/p/ *p *k *t MAX-C(C) IDPL CODACOND 

k  *!   * * 
p *!     * 
t   *!  *  

☺ø    *   
 
 
(11b) MAX-C(C) » *p » *k » *t » IDPL » CODACOND 
 

/p/ MAX-C(C) *p *k *t IDPL CODACOND 

k   *!  * * 
p  *!    * 

☺ t    * *  
ø *!      

 
 
(11c) MAX-C(C) » IDPL » CODACOND » *p » *k » *t 

 

/p/ MAX-C(C) IDPL CODACOND *p *k *t 

k  *! *  *  
☺ p   * *   

t  *!    * 
ø *!      
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(11d) MAX-C(C) » IDPL » *p » *k » *t » CODACOND 
 

/p/ MAX-C(C) IDPL *p *k *t CODACOND 

k  *!  *  * 
☺ p   *   * 

t  *!   *  

ø *!      

 

As the tableaux of (11) show, the relative rate of faithful pronunciation of the /p/ coda 

may be correctly predicted by positing *p » *k » *t as the only set of floating 

constraints, as opposed to (8) where both *p » *k » *t and IDENT-PLACE float. As 

mentioned in (10), we can predict fairly correct percentages of different /p/ coda 

behaviors, as shown in (12): 

 

(12)  /p/ Observed Predicted 

p  31.25% 50.00% 

t  27.08% 25.00% 

ø  20.00% 25.00% 

 

These percentages predicted by the floating constraint are, of course, not exactly 

identical with the actual outcome percentages of /p/ behaviors that were documented 

in the corpus, as evident in (12). However, the overall tendency is well reflected in the 

prediction of the floating constraint. Moreover, as Reynolds (1994:136) points out, 

“phonology itself should not be expected to provide us with such exact probabilities;” 

there are factors outside the control of phonological influence (such as style, 
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pragmatics, etc.) that affect the actual choice of pronunciation. 

 

5.3.1.2. Group A: /t/ coda Analysis 

The floating constraint in (8) derives four different sub-constraints for Group A. 

In this section, we can take a closer look at the application of each sub-constraint on 

the /t/ coda and their tableaux in (13). 

 
 

(13) All possible results for /t/ coda behavior of Group A 

(13a)  *p » *k » *t » MAX-C(C) » IDPL » CODACOND 
 
/t/ *p *k *t MAX-C(C) CODACOND IDPL 

k  *!   * * 
p *!    * * 

t   *!    

☺ø    *   
 
 
(13b) MAX-C(C) » *p » *k » *t » IDPL » CODACOND 
 

/t/ MAX-C(C) *p *k *t IDPL CODACOND 

k   *!  * * 
p  *!   * * 

☺ t    *   

ø *!      
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(13c) MAX-C(C) » IDPL » CODACOND » *p » *k » *t 

 

/t/ MAX-C(C) IDPL CODACOND *p *k *t 

k  *! *  *  
p  *! * *   

☺ t      * 

ø *!      
 
 

(13d) MAX-C(C) » IDPL » *p » *k » *t » CODACOND 
 

/t/ MAX-C(C) IDPL *p *k *t CODACOND 

k  *!  *  * 
p  *! *   * 

☺ t     *  

ø *!      

 

As shown in (13a), only when the set of voiceless stop markedness constraints *p 

» *k » *t is ranked highest in the range of floating, would the omission of /t/ be 

selected as the optimal output. In the other three tableaux (13b-d) where the set of 

voiceless stop markedness constraints *p » *k » *t “floats below” MAX-C(C), the 

coronal stop /t/ wins out as the optimal output. The percentages of faithful 

pronunciation of /t/ coda and the omission of it predicted by this floating constraint 

model are compared with the percentages observed in the corpus in (14): 

 

(14)  / t/ Observed Predicted 

t  70.45% 75.00% 

ø  14.88% 25.00% 
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Once again, the prediction correctly reflects the relative proportion of the faithful 

pronunciation and the omission. In this table, we can see that although still not exact, 

the predicted percentages are already very close to the observed percentages. 

 

5.3.1.3. Group A: /k/ coda Analysis 

As already shown in (9) and (10), the /k/ coda behaviors are very similar to those 

of the /p/ coda. The tableaux of (15) below show all four possible rankings with the 

floating constraint set *p » *k » *t for speakers of Group A, as well as the optimal 

outputs chosen for the input /k/ coda.  

 

(15) All possible results for /k/ coda behavior of Group A 
(15a)  *p » *k » *t » MAX-C(C) » IDPL » CODACOND 
 
/k/ *p *k *t MAX-C(C) CODACOND IDPL 

k  *!   *  
p *!    * * 
t   *!   * 

☺ø    *   
 
 
(15b)  MAX-C(C) » *p » *k » *t » IDPL » CODACOND 
 

/k/ MAX-C(C) *p *k *t IDPL CODACOND 

k   *!   * 
p  *!   * * 

☺ t    * *  
ø *!      
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(15c)  MAX-C(C) » IDPL » CODACOND » *p » *k » *t 
 

/k/ MAX-C(C) IDPL CODACOND *p *k *t 

☺ k   *  *  
p  *! * *   

t  *!    * 

ø *!      
 
 

(15d)  MAX-C(C) » IDPL » *p » *k » *t » CODACOND 
 

/k/ MAX-C(C) IDPL *p *k *t CODACOND 

☺ k    *  * 
p  *! *   * 

t  *!   *  

ø *!      
 

As shown in (15a), when the voiceless stop markedness constraint set (*p » *k » 

*t) is ranked highest in the range of floating, the omission of /k/ is selected as the 

optimal output. In (15b), when the voiceless stop markedness constraint set floats 

below MAX-CONSONANT(CODA) but still over IDENT-PLACE, the coronal stop /t/ is 

chosen as the optimal output. In (15c) and (15d), however, when the constraint set *p 

» *k » *t floats below IDENT-PLACE, the faithful pronunciation of /k/ coda is able to 

surface as the optimal output. The percentages different behaviors of /k/ coda 

predicted by this floating constraint model are compared with the percentages 

observed in the corpus in (16): 
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(16)  /k/  Observed Predicted 

k  34.95% 50.00% 

t  28.63% 25.00% 

ø  27.16% 25.00% 

 

It is clearly shown in (16) that the floating constraint prediction still reflects a 

correct relative, although not exact, tendency for the /k/ coda behaviors. 

 

5.3.1.4. Group A summary 

 Sections 5.3.1.1 to 5.3.1.3 have shown the detailed Floating Constraint model 

application on the Group A grammar. With one single grammar of (8), the floating 

constraint model was shown to well reflect all the relative tendencies of the three 

target coda consonants behaviors. It is proved once again that the Floating Constraint 

model is succinct and successful in accounting for the Group A grammar. In the 

following section 5.3.2, we will go on to examine the FC model application on Group 

B grammar. 

 

5.3.2. Group B grammar 

To account for the data in Group B, we posited the following floating constraint 

grammar in (17). 
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(17) Group B ranking:  

CODACONDITION  

     MAX-C(C)           

     IDENT-PLACE » *p » *k » *t 

 

This floating constraint grammar can be interpreted as follows. In Group B, in 

which the percentage of faithful pronunciation is higher and that of alternations lower, 

informants respect the faithfulness constraint IDENT-PLACE over the universal 

constraint set of voiceless stop markedness (*p » *k » *t). However, since their 

grammar is still not completely identical to Taiwanese grammar, they still allow a 

markedness constraint CODACONDITION to float with a faithfulness constraint 

MAX-CONSONANT(CODA), both vying for dominating influence in output selection. 

The Mandarin markedness constraint *OBSTRUENTCODA still ranks the lowest, 

showing a relatively high acceptance of obstruent coda in their grammar. 

With IDENT-PLACE ranked higher than *p » *k » *t, and MAX-C(C) and 

CODACONDITION floating in this range, we can derive all the resulting rankings, as 

presented in (18): 
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(18) Results for all possible pronunciations, all constraint rankings (Group B) 

       /p/ /t/ /k/ 

CODACOND » IDPL » *p » *k » *t » MAX-C(C) ø t ø 

CODACOND » IDPL » MAX-C(C) » *p » *k » *t t t t 

CODACOND » MAX-C(C) » IDPL » *p » *k » *t t t t 

IDPL » CODACOND » *p » *k » *t » MAX-C(C) p t k 

IDPL » CODACOND » MAX-C(C) » *p » *k » *t p t k 

IDPL » *p » *k » *t » CODACOND » MAX-C(C) p t k 

IDPL » *p » *k » *t » MAX-C(C) » CODACOND p t k 

IDPL » MAX-C(C) » CODACOND » *p » *k » *t p t k 

IDPL » MAX-C(C) » *p » *k » *t » CODACOND p t k 

MAX-C(C) » CODACOND » IDPL » *p » *k » *t t t t 

MAX-C(C) » IDPL » CODACOND » *p » *k » *t p t k 

MAX-C(C) » IDPL » *p » *k » *t » CODACOND p t k 

 

The winning output percentages predicted from this floating constraint ranking 

are compared with the data observed, as shown in (19): 

 

(19) Surface forms, with % occurrences Predicted and % occurrences Observed: 

 % p t k 

observed 63.33 85.54 67.36 Faith 

predicted 66.66 100.00 66.66 

observed 20.83 --- 16.32 t 

predicted 25.00 --- 25.00 

observed 11.67 7.85 15.48 ø 

predicted 08.33 0.00 08.33 

 

 The percentage comparisons in Table (19) show that despite the slight inaccuracy 

in the percentage, the floating constraints are successful in predicting the relative 
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tendencies of the observed data for Group B: faithful pronunciation is much more 

prevalent than alternation into /t/ (in the cases of /p/ and /k/ codas), while omission of 

the stop coda is the least prevalent alternation. 

 

5.3.2.1. /p/ coda 

 The Group B floating constraint proposed in (17) generates a total of twelve 

sub-constraints. For the sake of simplicity and spatial economy, detailed tableaux are 

not provided here for Group B grammars; nor would we show the lowest-ranking 

constraint *OBSTRUENTCODA in the sub-ranking table. Such being said, a closer look 

at all possibilities of the /p/ coda is shown in the simple table of (20), where the 

optimal output of each constraint sub-ranking is shown in the right-most column. 

 
(20) Results for all possible pronunciations of /p/ coda: Group B 

        /p/ 
(a) CODACOND » IDPL » *p » *k » *t » MAX-C(C) ø 
(b) CODACOND » IDPL » MAX-C(C) » *p » *k » *t t 
(c) CODACOND » MAX-C(C) » IDPL » *p » *k » *t t 
(d) IDPL » CODACOND » *p » *k » *t » MAX-C(C) p 
(e) IDPL » CODACOND » MAX-C(C) » *p » *k » *t p 
(f) IDPL » *p » *k » *t » CODACOND » MAX-C(C) p 
(g) IDPL » *p » *k » *t » MAX-C(C) » CODACOND p 
(h) IDPL » MAX-C(C) » CODACOND » *p » *k » *t p 
(i) IDPL » MAX-C(C) » *p » *k » *t » CODACOND p 
(j) MAX-C(C) » CODACOND » IDPL » *p » *k » *t t 
(k) MAX-C(C) » IDPL » CODACOND » *p » *k » *t p 
(l) MAX-C(C) » IDPL » *p » *k » *t » CODACOND p 

 

The only chance that omission can win out as the optimal output is in (27a), 

where MAX-C(C) floats to the lowest ranking in the range. The coronal stop /t/ can 
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only surface either when the markedness constraint CODACONDITION floats above the 

faithfulness constraint IDENT-PLACE, as in (27b), (27c), and (27j). The bilabial stop /p/ 

can therefore surface in eight out of twelve sub-rankings, where IDENT-PLACE ranks 

higher than CODACONDITION. The predicted percentages are then compared with the 

observed percentages in (21): 

 

(21)   /p/ Observed Predicted 

p 63.33% 66.66% 

t 20.83% 25.00% 

ø 11.67% 08.33% 

 

Table (21) shows that the floating constraint model for Group B grammar not 

only predicts the correct relative tendency of the /p/ coda behavior, but also predicts 

very similar numbers of the percentages compared to the observed percentages. It is 

therefore fair to say that the Group B grammar proposed in (17) successfully accounts 

for the /p/ coda behavior. 

 

5.3.2.2. /t/ coda 

 Table (22) summarized all the sub-constraint rankings and their optimal outputs 

that (17) predicts for /t/ coda. 
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(22) Results for all possible pronunciations of /t/ coda: Group B 

        /t/ 

(a) CODACOND » IDPL » *p » *k » *t » MAX-C(C) t 

(b) CODACOND » IDPL » MAX-C(C) » *p » *k » *t t 

(c) CODACOND » MAX-C(C) » IDPL » *p » *k » *t t 

(d) IDPL » CODACOND » *p » *k » *t » MAX-C(C) t 

(e) IDPL » CODACOND » MAX-C(C) » *p » *k » *t t 

(f) IDPL » *p » *k » *t » CODACOND » MAX-C(C) t 

(g) IDPL » *p » *k » *t » MAX-C(C) » CODACOND t 

(h) IDPL » MAX-C(C) » CODACOND » *p » *k » *t t 

(i) IDPL » MAX-C(C) » *p » *k » *t » CODACOND t 

(j) MAX-C(C) » CODACOND » IDPL » *p » *k » *t t 

(k) MAX-C(C) » IDPL » CODACOND » *p » *k » *t t 

(l) MAX-C(C) » IDPL » *p » *k » *t » CODACOND t 

 

With the power of the anchoring the faithfulness constraint IDENT-PLACE higher 

than the set of voiceless stop markedness constraints (*p » *k » *t), and allowing 

CODACONDITION and MAX-C(C) to float among them, all the predicted optimal 

outputs are the faithful pronunciation of /t/ coda, as seen in (22). Table (23) provides a 

clearer comparison between the prediction and the observation of /t/ coda behavior. 

 

 (23)  /t/  Observed Predicted 

t  85.54% 100% 

ø  07.85% 0.00% 
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As shown in (23), even though the prediction is a bit too powerful (100%), it is 

not too far from the observed tendency, where the omission of the stop coda takes up 

merely 7.85% in the corpus data. Recall that for the sake of analysis simplicity, 

patterns of less than 10% occurrence rate are largely overlooked in this study. What is 

more, with the same floating constraint of (17), we can correctly account for two very 

different behavioral patterns of /p/ coda and /t/ coda. In the next section, we will go on 

to examine the FC application on the /k/ coda patterns. 

 

5.3.2.3. /k/ coda 

Table (24) summarized all the sub-constraint rankings and their optimal outputs 

that (17) predicts for /k/ coda. 

(24) Results for all possible pronunciations of /k/ coda: Group B 

        /k/ 

(a) CODACOND » IDPL » *p » *k » *t » MAX-C(C) ø 

(b) CODACOND » IDPL » MAX-C(C) » *p » *k » *t t 

(c) CODACOND » MAX-C(C) » IDPL » *p » *k » *t t 

(d) IDPL » CODACOND » *p » *k » *t » MAX-C(C) k 

(e) IDPL » CODACOND » MAX-C(C) » *p » *k » *t k 

(f) IDPL » *p » *k » *t » CODACOND » MAX-C(C) k 

(g) IDPL » *p » *k » *t » MAX-C(C) » CODACOND k 

(h) IDPL » MAX-C(C) » CODACOND » *p » *k » *t k 

(i) IDPL » MAX-C(C) » *p » *k » *t » CODACOND k 

(j) MAX-C(C) » CODACOND » IDPL » *p » *k » *t t 

(k) MAX-C(C) » IDPL » CODACOND » *p » *k » *t k 

(l) MAX-C(C) » IDPL » *p » *k » *t » CODACOND k 
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As (24) shows, omission of /k/ can only surface as the optimal output when the 

markedness constraint MAX-C(C) floats to the lowest ranking in the floating range. 

The coronal stop /t/ surfaces when the markedness constraint CODACONDITION floats 

above the faithfulness constraint IDENT-PLACE. With IDENT-PLACE anchored above the 

set of voiceless stop markedness constraints  (*p » *k » *t), the dorsal stop /k/ can 

surface in eight out of twelve possible constraint rankings. The resulting percentages 

are then compared in table (25) below: 

 

(25)   /k/  Observed Predicted 

k  67.36% 66.66% 

t  16.32% 25.00% 

ø  15.48% 08.33% 

 

As (25) shows, the predicted faithful pronunciation percentage is fairly accurate, 

while the difference between the two other percentages is exaggerated. While it is 

desirable to better account for the relation between /t/ and omission percentages, we 

must bear in mind that this result is predicted by the same floating constraint of (17), 

which successfully accounts for both /p/ and /t/ codas in Group B. This defect in /k/ 

coda prediction does not cancel out the merits of the ent ire Group B grammar system. 
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5.3.2.4. Group B summary 

Sections 5.3.2.1 to 5.3.2.3 have shown the detailed Floating Constraint model 

application on the Group B grammar. The floating constraint of (17) is able to provide 

a correct prediction for most stop coda behaviors in Group B. Although there is a 

slight over-exaggeration in the /k/ coda alternation percentages, it is still fair to say 

that the Floating Constraint model properly accounts for the Group B grammar. 

 

5.4. Theoretical Implication 

Through the detailed analysis on each coda consonant in sections 5.3.1 through 

5.3.2, it has consistently been shown that the Floating Constraint model is able to 

correctly predict the relative pattern and percentages of the stop coda behaviors in this 

study. Had we employed other OT models such as constraint non-ranking or 

constraint re-ranking, we would have been restricted to only one possible optimal 

output with each grammar. It is the Floating Constraint model that allows us multiple 

possible optimal outputs with only one grammar for one group. What is more, this FC 

model also helps us to achieve percentage for each optimal output, which is proved to 

be fairly correct, despite not being entirely accurate. 

As have well been emphasized in this chapter, as well as in Reynolds (1994), the 

exact predicting power of the Floating Constraint model is not only impossible but 
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also unnecessary. As Reynolds (1994:137) puts it,  

“what is important is that the model provides us with a means for representing 

the relative strength of these effects of the linguistic (original italicizations) 

environments with respect to the rate; we should as no more and no less from a 

theoretical phonological framework”.  

With this in mind, it is therefore appropriate to conclude this chapter that the 

Floating Constraint model is appropriate to account for the stop coda patterns 

discussed in this study.  

 

 


